A fuzzy fiber reinforced composite (FFRC) reinforced with wavy zig-zag single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon fibers is analyzed in this study. The distinct constructional feature of this composite is that the wavy CNTs are radially grown on the surface of carbon fibers. To study the effect of the waviness of CNTs on the elastic properties of the FFRC, analytical models based on the mechanics of materials (MOM) approach is derived. Effective elastic properties of the FFRC incorporating the wavy CNTs estimated by the MOM approach have been compared with those predicted by the Mori-Tanaka (MT) method. The values of the effective elastic properties of this composite are estimated in the presence of an interphase between the CNT and the polymer matrix which models the nonbonded van dar Waals interaction between the CNT and the polymer matrix. The effect of waviness of CNTs on the effective properties of the FFRC is investigated when the wavy CNTs are coplanar with two mutually orthogonal planes. The results demonstrate that the axial effective elastic properties of the FFRC containing wavy CNTs can be improved over those of the FFRC with straight CNTs.
Introduction
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1] , researchers have been carrying out extensive research work to predict their effective properties [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In order to harness the exceptionally attractive mechanical properties of CNTs, extensive research is being carried out for developing CNT-reinforced composites. For example, Thostenson and Chou [10] have estimated the elastic moduli of CNT-reinforced composite through micromechanical analysis. Liu and Chen [11] have determined the effective mechanical properties of CNT-based composites by employing the continuum mechanics approach and the finite element method. Using the approach of continuum mechanics, Gao and Li [12] derived a shear lag model of discontinuous CNT-reinforced polymer composites by considering the CNT as an equivalent solid fiber. Jiang et al. [13] determined the maximum volume fraction of CNTs in CNTreinforced composites and investigated its effect on the effective elastic properties of the composite. Esteva and Spanos [14] studied the effect of weakened interfaces between CNTs and the polymer matrix on the effective properties of CNT-reinforced polymer matrix composites. Tsai et al. [9] characterized the elastic properties of CNT-reinforced polymer nanocomposites considering an effective interphase between a CNT and the polymer matrix.
Although a great prospect has been highlighted through the above mentioned in situ research on CNT-reinforced composites, the manufacturing of such unidirectional continuous CNTreinforced composites in large scale has to encounter some challenging difficulties. Typical among these are the agglomeration of CNTs, the misalignment and the difficulty in manufacturing very long CNTs. Further research on the practical use of short CNTs and improving the effective properties of existing fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composites has led to the growth of CNTs on the surface of the advanced fibers. For example, Mathur et al. [15] experimentally investigated that the flexural strength and the modulus of the carbon-fiber-reinforced composite can be improved by growing CNTs on the surface of the carbon fibers. Garcia et al. [16] fabricated a hybrid laminate in which the reinforcements are a woven cloth of alumina fibers with in situ grown CNTs on the surface of the fibers. They demonstrated that both mechanical and electrical properties of such a laminate are enhanced because of CNTs grown on the surface of the alumina fibers. ZnO nanowires have also been grown on the surface of the carbon fibers. Lin et al. [17] have grown radially aligned ZnO nanowires on the surface of carbon fibers and reported that interfacial strength is enhanced by 110%. They demonstrated the complete infusion of epoxy into ZnO nanowires, which provided a better mechanism to transfer load from matrix to fiber. Ray et al. [18] carried out a load transfer analysis of short carbon-fiber-reinforced composite in which the aligned CNTs are radially grown on the surface of the carbon fibers. Recently, Ray [19] proposed a novel hybrid smart composite which exhibits improved electromechanical properties because of CNTs radially grown on the surface of piezoelectric fibers. Most recently, a novel long fuzzy fiber reinforced composite (FFRC) reinforced with straight zig-zag CNTs and carbon fibers is proposed by Kundalwal and Ray [20] .
Although the above mentioned literature is concerned with the straight CNTs, actually the CNTs in the CNT-reinforced composites have significant curvature or waviness [21, 22] . Fisher et al. [23] determined the effective modulus of CNT-reinforced composites incorporating curvature of the reinforced CNTs. Using a combined finite element and micromechanics approach, they predicted that the CNT curvature significantly reduces the effective modulus of CNT-reinforced composites. Berhan and Yi [24] studied the effect of the waviness of CNTs on the mechanical properties of nanotube sheets by using the micromechanics approach. Shi et al. [25] analyzed the influence of the CNT waviness and agglomeration on the elastic properties of CNT-reinforced composites by employing the micromechanics model. Anumandla and Gibson [26] estimated the elastic modulus of CNT-reinforced composites incorporating CNT curvature by using the closed form micromechanics model. Shao et al. [27] derived an analytical model to investigate the influence of the waviness of CNTs on the elastic moduli and found that the waviness significantly reduces the stiffening effect of CNTs.
The distinct constructional feature of the unidirectional continuous fuzzy fiber reinforced composite (FFRC) studied by the authors [20] is that uniformly aligned straight CNTs are radially grown on the surface of the carbon fibers. Since the waviness of CNTs influences the effective properties of the CNT-reinforced composite, it is imperative to investigate the effect of wavy CNTs on the effective properties of the FFRC. However, such effect cannot be predicted from the existing studies [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] as the constructional feature of the FFRC is distinct and not similar to the CNT-reinforced composites studied elsewhere [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Hence, further research is needed. In this paper, authors intend to investigate the effect of waviness of radially grown CNTs on the effective properties of the FFRC.
2 Effective Elastic Properties of the FFRC Containing Wavy CNTs Figure 1 shows a schematic sketch of a lamina of the FFRC incorporating the wavy CNTs. The novel constructional feature of such a continuous fiber-reinforced composite is that the wavy CNTs of equal length are radially grown on the surface of the carbon fiber reinforcements. In the present study, the wavy CNTs are modeled as sinusoidal fibers while at any location along the length of the CNT, the CNT is considered as transversely isotropic [4, 9] with the axis of the CNT as the axis of transverse isotropy. Also, the CNTs are grown on the surface of the carbon fibers in such a way that their axes of transverse isotropy at their roots are normal to the surface of the carbon fibers. Such an augmented carbon fiber also called a fuzzy fiber (FF) is embedded into the polymer material which fills the gaps between the CNTs. The radially grown wavy CNTs eventually reinforce the polymer matrix surrounding the carbon fiber along the direction transverse to the length of the carbon fiber. Thus the combination of the FF and the polymer matrix can be viewed as a circular cylindrical composite fuzzy fiber (CFF) in which a carbon fiber is embedded in the wavy CNT-reinforced polymer matrix nanocomposite (PMNC). Therefore, the representative volume element (RVE) of the FFRC can be treated as being composed of two phases wherein the reinforcing phase is the CFF and the matrix phase is the polymer material. It may be noted that the variations of the constructional feature of the CFF can be such that the wavy CNTs are coplanar with the 2-3 (2 0 -3 0 ) plane or the 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) plane as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Note that the plane passing through the axis of the carbon fiber is the 1-3 or 1 0 -3 0 plane while the plane transverse to the carbon fiber is the 2-3 or 2 0 -3 0 plane. The analytical procedure for estimating the effective elastic properties of the FFRC starts with the estimation of the effective elastic properties of the PMNC material a priori. Subsequently, considering the PMNC material as the matrix phase and the carbon fiber as the reinforcements, effective elastic properties of the CFF are to be computed. Finally, using the elastic properties of the CFF and the polymer matrix the effective elastic properties of the FFRC can be estimated. The schematic diagram shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the various steps involved in the micromechanical modeling of the FFRC. Also, CFFs are assumed to be uniformly spaced over the volume of a lamina of the FFRC in such a way that three orthogonal principal material coordinate axes (1-2-3) exist in the composite as shown in Fig. 1 . In what follows, the micromechanics models for estimating the properties of the PMNC, the CFF, and the FFRC will be derived. This section deals with the procedures of employing the two methods, namely, the mechanics of materials (MOM) approach and the Mori-Tanaka (MT) method for estimating the effective elastic properties of the FFRC containing wavy CNTs.
Mechanics of Material (MOM)
Approach. This section presents the derivation of the simple micromechanics model using the MOM approach for estimating the effective elastic properties of the PMNC material surrounding the carbon fiber, the CFF, and the FFRC, respectively.
2.1.1 Model of the Wavy CNT. Many experimental observations have revealed that CNTs generally exist in a curved shape in the CNT-reinforced composites [21, 22] . Modeling the CNT as a straight reinforcement is a simplification that causes enhanced estimates for the CNT-reinforced composite along the axial direction of the CNT. To address this issue let us consider that the CNT curvature is sinusoidal either in the 2-3 plane or in the 1-3 plane as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. These waves are characterized respectively by the following equations:
where A and L n are the amplitude and the linear distance between the CNT ends, respectively, and n represents the number of waves of the CNT along its axial direction. The RVE of the PMNC material incorporating a wavy CNT can be divided into infinitesimally thin slices of thickness dy (Fig. 4) . Each slice can be treated as an off-axis unidirectional lamina and its elastic coefficients can be determined from the elastic coefficient transformations. Obviously, the running length ðL nr Þ of the CNT can be expressed in the following form:
in which, the angle h shown in Fig. 4 is given by
according to the wavy CNT is coplanar with 2-3 (2 0 -3 0 ) or 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) plane, respectively. Note that for a particular value of x, the value of h varies with the amplitude of the CNT wave.
Effective
Properties of the PMNC. As shown in Fig. 5 , the constructional feature of the CFF can further be viewed as a composite cylinder in which the carbon fiber is wrapped by an unwound lamina of the PMNC material. The unwound lamina of the PMNC is reinforced by wavy CNTs along its thickness direction (i.e., along the 3-direction). The nonbonded van der Waals interaction between an atom of CNT and an atom of the polymer is characterized here by introducing an interphase [9] . The effective properties of such interphase resembling a solid continuum have been estimated by molecular dynamics simulation in the open literature [9] and will be used here as input material properties. The average effective elastic properties of the PMNC material Transactions of the ASME surrounding the carbon fiber may be approximated by estimating the effective elastic properties of this unwound lamina. Also, it should be noted that the effective properties of the unwound lamina of the PMNC with wavy CNTs can be determined by transforming the effective properties of the unwound lamina of PMNC with straight CNTs. Hence, in what follows the method of deriving the model for predicting the effective properties of unwound lamina of PMNC with straight CNTs will be presented first. The cross sections of the RVE of such unwound lamina with straight CNTs have been shown in Fig. 6 . Assuming CNTs as solid fibers [9, 12, 27] , the MOM approach by Ray [19] can be modified to predict the effective elastic constants C nc ½ of the unwound PMNC material with straight CNTs. Based on the principal material coordinate (1-2-3) axes shown in Fig. 1 , the constitutive relations for the constituent phases of the PMNC are given by ; r ¼ n; i; and p
In Eqs. (4) and (5), the superscripts n, i, and p denote, respectively, the CNT fiber, the interphase, and the monolithic polymer matrix. For the constituent phase denoted by r, r [10, [12] [13] [14] assumed a perfectly bonding condition between a CNT and the polymer matrix. Esteva and Spanos [14] emphatically reported that the imperfect bonding does not affect the effective longitudinal Young's modulus of the CNTreinforced polymer matrix composite and marginally affects the transverse properties of the composite for high volume fraction (>0.8) of CNTs. In their extensive research, Tsai et al. [9] investigated the effect of the interphase between the CNT and the polymer matrix formed due to the nonbonded van der Waals interaction for estimating the effective properties of the CNT-reinforced polymer matrix composite. They found that the interphase marginally enhances the effective Young's modulus of the composite transverse to the CNT fiber over that of the composite without the consideration of the interphase. They also estimated the effective properties of the composite considering perfect bonding between the CNT and the surrounding polymer matrix and found them to closely match with the prediction by the molecular dynamics simulation. Hence, in the MOM approach being presented here, it is assumed that the CNT is perfectly bonded to the neighboring phases. In order to satisfy the perfectly bonding condition between the fiber and the matrix, researchers mainly employed the iso-field conditions and the rules of mixture [28, 29] . Such iso-field conditions and rules of mixture for satisfying the perfect bonding conditions between the CNT and the neighboring phases can be expressed as [28, 29] 
In Eq. (7), v n , v i , and v p represent the volume fractions of the CNT fiber, the interphase, and the monolithic polymer material, respectively, present in the RVE of the PMNC. Also, the superscript nc represents the unwound PMNC material with straight CNTs. Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eqs. (6) and (7), the stress and the strain vectors in the unwound PMNC material with straight CNTs can be expressed in terms of the corresponding stress and strain vectors of the constituent phases as follows:
The various matrices appearing in Eqs. Using Eqs. (9)- (11), the local strain vectors n f g and p f g can be expressed in terms of the composite strain nc f g and subsequently, using them in Eq. (8), the following constitutive relation between the states of stresses and the states of strains at any point in the unwound PMNC material with straight CNTs is obtained,
where the effective elastic coefficient matrix C nc ½ of the lamina of the unwound PMNC with straight CNTs is given by
and
Now, to determine the average effective elastic properties C NC h i of the unwound lamina of the PMNC with wavy CNTs, the micromechanics model by Hsiao and Daniel [30] will be implemented. When the plane of the CNT waviness is coplanar with the 2-3 (2 0 -3 0 ) plane, the effective elastic coefficients ðC NC ij Þ at a point where the CNT is inclined at angle h with the 3 (3 0 )-axis can be derived in a straightforward manner by employing the appropriate transformation law and are given by 
in which
Similarly, if the plane of the CNT waviness is coplanar with the 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) plane, then the effective elastic coefficients ðC 
It is now obvious that the effective elastic properties of the unwound PMNC lamina with wavy CNTs vary along the length of the CNT as the value of h varies over the length of the CNT. The average effective elastic coefficient matrix C NC h i of the lamina of such unwound PMNC material incorporating the waviness of CNTs can be obtained by averaging the transformed elastic coefficients ðC NC ij Þ over the linear distance between the CNT ends as follows [30] :
It may also be noted that when the carbon fiber is viewed to be wrapped by such unwound lamina of PMNC, the matrix C NC ij h i provides the effective elastic properties at a point located in the PMNC, where the CNT axis (3 0 -axis) is oriented at an angle / with the 3-axis in the 2-3 plane. Hence, at any point in the PMNC surrounding the carbon fiber, the effective elastic coefficient matrix C PMNC h i of the PMNC with respect to the 1-2-3 coordinate system turns out to be location dependent and can be determined by the following transformations: with m ¼ cos/ and n ¼ sin/ Therefore, the effective elastic properties at any point of the PMNC surrounding the carbon fiber with respect to the principle material coordinate axes of the FFRC vary over an annular cross section of the PMNC phase of the RVE of the CFF. However, without loss of generality, it may be considered that the volume average of these effective elastic properties C PMNC h i over the volume of the PMNC can be treated as the constant effective elastic properties C PMNC Â Ã of the PMNC material surrounding the carbon fiber with respect to the 1-2-3 coordinate axes of the FFRC and is given by
Thus the effective constitutive relations for the PMNC material with respect to the principle material coordinate axes of the FFRC can be expressed as
Effective Elastic Properties of the CFF.
The effective elastic constants of the CFF shown in Fig. 2 may be predicted by estimating the effective elastic properties of a lamina of continuous unidirectional fiber-reinforced composite in which the carbon fiber is the reinforcement and the matrix phase is the PMNC material whose effective elastic properties are given by Eq. (20) . The cross sections of the RVE of such lamina have been illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . Here, the length of the carbon fiber aligns with the
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Transactions of the ASME 1-direction. The MOM approach derived in the previous section is augmented to estimate the effective elastic properties of the CFF. Similar to Eqs. (4) and (5), the iso-field conditions and the rules of mixture for the RVE shown in Fig. 7 (a) can be written as 
In Eqs. (22), v f and v PMNC are the volume fractions of the carbon fiber and the PMNC material, respectively, with respect to the volume of the RVE of the CFF. Using Eqs. (21) and (22), and following the procedure for deriving Eq. (14), the constitutive relations of the CFF can be obtained as follows:
in which the effective elastic coefficient matrix C CFF Â Ã of the CFF is given by
The various matrices appearing in Eq. (24) 
Effective Elastic Properties of the FFRC.
The RVE of the FFRC lamina can be viewed as being comprised of a CFF and the monolithic polymer matrix. The cross sections of such an RVE are shown in Fig. 7(b) . In order to satisfy the perfectly bonding situation between the CFF and the polymer, the iso-field conditions and the rules of mixture appropriate for this RVE are given by 
In Eqs. (26), v CFF and v P are the volume fractions of the CFF and the polymer matrix, respectively, with respect to the volume of the FFRC. It may be noted that unlike the constituent phases, the symbols denoting the states of stresses and strains in the FFRC are written without using the superscript. Using Eqs. (23) and (26), and following the derivation of Eq. (14), the constitutive relations for the FFRC are derived as follows: 27) where the effective elastic coefficient matrix C ½ of the FFRC is given by
with (6) and (7), respectively, which imply the perfect bonding condition between the CNT fiber and the neighboring phases. However, it is required to justify the validity of these assumptions and the rules of mixture for modeling the perfect bonding conditions of the MOM approach. For this purpose, another micromechanics model based on the Mori-Tanaka (MT) method which does not require to satisfy the relations similar to Eqs. (6) and (7) will be presented here. If the interphase between a CNT and the polymer matrix is considered then the micromechanical model of the unwound PMNC with straight CNTs by the MT method will be a three-phase MT model. Utilizing the effective properties of the interphase, the CNT properties, the polymer matrix properties and the procedure of the MT method for multiple inclusions [31] , a three-phase MT model, can be derived to estimate the effective elastic coefficient matrix of the unwound PMNC with straight CNTs. The explicit formulation of such three-phase MT model is derived as follows:
where 
The various matrices appearing in Eq. (31) are
Also, in the above matrices, ½S V and ½S n indicate the Eshelby tensors for the domains V and n, respectively, and I ½ is an identity matrix. As assumed in the previous model, the CNT may be treated as a solid circular cylindrical fiber [9, 12, 27] . The specific form of the Eshelby tensor for cylindrical inclusion given by Qui and Weng [32] is utilized to compute the matrices [S V and ½S n . Since the CFF is a composite in which the carbon fiber is the reinforcement and the matrix phase is the PMNC material, the two-phase MT model can be employed to estimate its effective properties. Thus according to the two-phase model by the MT method [33] , the effective elastic coefficient matrix for the CFF is given by
in which the matrix of the strain concentration factors are as follows:
where, the Eshelby tensor S 1 ½ is computed based on the properties of the PMNC matrix obtained by the three-phase MT model and the shape of the carbon fiber. It is worthwhile to note that the PMNC matrix is transversely isotropic and consequently, the Eshelby tensor [34] corresponding to transversely isotropic material is utilized for computing the matrix S 1 ½ while the inclusion is a circular cylindrical fiber.
Finally, considering the CFF as the cylindrical inclusion embedded in the isotropic polymer matrix, the effective elastic properties C ½ of the FFRC can be derived by the two-phase MT method [33] as follows:
in which the matrices of the strain concentration factors are given by
Results and Discussion
In this section, numerical values of the effective elastic properties of the FFRC incorporating the waviness of CNTs are evaluated using the two different micromechanical models derived in the preceding sections. Zig-zag single-walled CNTs, the carbon fiber, and the polyimide polymer matrix are used for evaluating the numerical results. Their material properties are presented in Table 1 . The effective properties and the thickness of the hollow circular cylindrical continuum representing the interphase between a CNT and the polyimide matrix are also listed in Table 1 . Volume fraction of CNTs (V CNT ) in the FFRC depends on the CNT diameter, the carbon fiber diameter, and the surface to surface distance between two adjacent radially aligned CNTs at their roots. If there are no other phases or materials in between CNTs, it is reported [13] that the minimum surface to surface distance between two adjacent CNTs is the equilibrium van der Waals distance, which is about 0.34 nm. Since in the PMNC material, polyimide polymer molecules fill the gap between CNTs and the formation of the interphase is also considered, the surface to surface distance between the two adjacent CNTs at their roots is considered as 1.7 nm. Recall that the FFRC lamina can be viewed as being comprised of the CFFs and the polyimide matrix. For fibers with circular cross section, it is well-known that hexagonal array of packing is the optimal packing of fibers and the corresponding maximum fiber volume fraction is 0.9069. Hence, in the FFRC, the hexagonal packing array of CFFs is considered as shown in Fig. 8 for evaluating the numerical results. It is also assumed that the radially grown CNTs are uniformly spaced on the surface of the carbon fiber. Note that although the volume fraction of CFF is 0.9069, the volume fraction of the carbon fiber with respect to the volume of FFRC is much less than 0.9069. The determination of V CNT in the FFRC is an important issue. It is obvious that the constructional feature of the FFRC imposes a constraint on the maximum value of V CNT as the number of CNTs grown on the surface of a particular carbon fiber is limited. Based on the surface-to-surface distance at the roots of two adjacent CNTs and the CNT diameter, the maximum number of CNTs grown on the surface of a carbon fiber of particular diameter can be determined. Then based on the carbon fiber volume fraction (v f ) in the FFRC, the maximum value of V CNT can be determined as
where d n is the diameter of the CNT. The derivation of Eq. (35) has been presented in the Appendix. The carbon fiber volume fraction can vary considerably according to the manufacturing route, typically from 0.3 to 0.7. In this study, the value of the diameter of the carbon fiber is assumed as 2a ¼ 10 lm and its volume fraction (v f ) is considered as 0.5. The diameter of the CFF and the length of the straight CNT become 13.4677 lm and 1.7399 lm, respectively, when v f ¼ 0:5. The waviness of CNTs in the PMNC material are assumed to be sinusoidal, and the degree of waviness is characterized by the waviness factor, A=L n . It should be noted that for the straight CNT the value of waviness factor is zero. Unless otherwise mentioned, amplitude variations of the CNT waviness in 1-3 and 2-3 planes have been considered for a fixed value of the wave frequency ðx ¼ 8p=L n Þ. Also, unless otherwise mentioned, the effective properties are computed with the maximum value of V CNT (ðV CNT Þ max ) for a particular value of v f . The maximum amplitude for the [10, 0] CNT is considered as A ¼ 100d n which yields the upper limit for the value of waviness factor as A=L n ¼ 0:045. In order to verify the validity of the micromechanics models derived in the previous sections, the engineering constants of the unwound PMNC material with straight CNTs determined by these models have been compared with those of the nanocomposite predicted by Liu and Chen [11] . Table 2 illustrates this comparison and it may be observed that the three sets of results are in excellent agreement validating the micromechanics models derived in this study. This agreement also ensures the validity of the assumptions adopted for the MOM approach.
For the sake of brevity, effective properties of the PMNC and the CFF are not presented here. Figure 9 illustrates the variation of the effective elastic coefficient C 11 of the FFRC with the waviness factor. It may be observed that the effective values of C 11 predicted by the MT method excellently agree with those predicted by the MOM approach while the wavy CNTs are coplanar with both the 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) and 2-3 (2 0 -3 0 ) planes. It may also be observed from Fig. 9 that the effective values of C 11 of the FFRC are not affected by the variations of the amplitude of the wavy CNTs in the 2-3 plane. This is attributed to the fact that when the Fig. 9 . However, the effect of waviness of CNTs is not much pronounced on the effective value of C 11 of the FFRC for x ¼ 8p=L n . Both the MT method and the MOM approach yield identical estimates for the value of C 12 as shown in Fig. 10 . It may be observed that the waviness of the CNTs cause an increase in the effective value of C 12 when the wavy CNTs are coplanar with the 1-3 plane. The constructional feature of the FFRC reveals that the FFRC would be a transversely isotropic material. This is corroborated by the prediction of C 13 which is identical to that of C 12 as shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 reveals that the increase in the value of the waviness factor decreases the value of C 22 when the CNT waviness is coplanar with the 1-3 plane, whereas the value of C 22 enhances for the higher values of the waviness factor when the CNT waviness is coplanar with the 2-3 plane. Also, it may be noted that the MT method slightly overestimates the value of C 22 as compared to that estimated by the MOM approach. Since the FFRC is transversely isotropic, identical results are also obtained for the effective elastic coefficient C 33 . Similar trends of results have been obtained for the effective elastic coefficient C 23 as shown in Fig. 13 . Since the two sets of the effective properties estimated by the MOM approach and the MT method excellently agree with each other as shown in Figs. 9-13, the subsequent results are estimated by the MOM approach for investigating the influence of the higher wave frequencies of the CNT. It is important to note from Figs. 9-13, that for the higher values of the waviness factors, the axial effective elastic properties of the FFRC are improved, when the CNT waviness is coplanar with the 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) plane. Hence, for investigating the effect of the higher wave frequencies of the CNT on the effective properties of the FFRC, the wavy CNTs are considered to be coplanar with the 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) plane. Figures 14-17 illustrate the comparisons of the effective elastic constants of the FFRC for the different values of the wave frequencies. Figure 14 illustrates that the increase in the value of the CNT wave frequency significantly enhances the value of C 11 . Similar predictions for the effective elastic coefficient C 12 have also been obtained, but not presented here. Figure 15 reveals that in general the value of the effective elastic coefficient C 22 of the FFRC decreases with the values of the wave frequencies and the waviness factors. The same is true for the effective elastic coefficient C 23 as depicted in the Fig. 16 . Figure 17 depicts that the value of the effective elastic coefficient C 55 of the FFRC Fig. 10 Variation of the effective elastic coefficient C 12 of the FFRC with the waviness factor ðx 5 8p=L n Þ Fig. 11 Variation of the effective elastic coefficient C 13 of the FFRC with the waviness factor ðx 5 8p=L n Þ Fig. 12 Variation of the effective elastic coefficient C 22 of the FFRC with the waviness factor ðx 5 8p=L n Þ Fig. 13 Variation of the effective elastic coefficient C 23 of the FFRC with the waviness factor ðx 5 8p=L n Þ significantly initially enhances and then stabilizes for the higher values of the waviness factor. When a wavy CNT is coplanar with the 1-3 (1 0 -3 0 ) plane, the amplitude of the wave becomes parallel to the 1-axis. This results into the aligning of the projections of parts of CNT length with the 1-axis leading to the stiffening of the polymer matrix along the 1-axis. The greater the value of wave frequency, the greater will be such projections, and hence axial stiffness increases with the increase in the wave frequency. The enhancement of axial effective elastic properties of the FFRC presented in Figs. 14-17 is attributed to such increase in axial stiffness along the 1-direction when the CNT waves are coplanar with the 1-3 or (1 0 -3 0 ) plane.
Conclusions
Micromechanical analysis of a novel fuzzy fiber reinforced composite (FFRC) reinforced with wavy single-walled zig-zag CNTs has been presented in this study. The novel constructional feature of this composite is that the wavy CNTs are radially grown on the surface of the carbon fiber while the carbon fiber reinforcements are horizontally aligned. Two analytical models based on the micromechanics such as the mechanics of materials (MOM) approach and the Mori-Tanaka (MT) method are derived to predict the effective elastic properties of a lamina made of this FFRC. The effective properties of the FFRC are estimated considering the presence of an interphase between a CNT and the polymer matrix. This interphase is a continuum representation of the nonbonded van der Waals interaction between the atoms of CNTs and the atoms of the polymer matrix. Influence of the waviness of CNTs on the effective properties of the FFRC has been studied considering the wavy CNTs to be coplanar with two mutually orthogonal planes. If the wavy CNTs are coplanar with the 1-3 plane, then the axial effective elastic properties of the FFRC are significantly improved over their values with the straight CNTs for the higher values of the wave frequencies and the amplitudes of the CNTs. The present study reveals that the wavy CNTs can be properly used to construct nanocomposites with superior elastic properties. The results presented here may also be used for comparing the experimental estimations. D 2 L (A1) 
